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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure ridging will continue to edge further westward into the Gulf of Mexico over the next seven days. Generally gentle to 
occasionally fresh winds flowing clockwise around the high can be expected, with smooth to slight seas. Scattered showers and
thunderstorms will be possible across a majority of the basin today, with slightly elevated chances across the north-central and
northeastern Gulf, as a cold front sags southward into the Southeast US and stalls out just to the north of the basin. Within any of the 
more organized scattered thunderstorms that may develop, elevated wind gusts in excess of 35 knots and locally enhanced seas will be 
possible.
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

A rather unchanged wind pattern can be expected from the latter half of the week through the beginning of next week as high pressure is 
forecast to remain stationed over the Gulf of Mexico. Continued chances for isolated showers and thunderstorms, mainly across the north-
central and northeastern Gulf, will remain through the weekend as a stalled surface front is forecast to remain stationed to the north of 
the basin. By the beginning of next week, the front is forecast to begin meandering eastward, with shower and thunderstorm threats 
beginning to lessen and shift further east into the far eastern portions of the Gulf.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart
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